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Start here. Go anywhere.  
When you are part of a small or medium company, you often have to be creative
about getting things done. All the tasks that keep a business operational,
from VAT returns and chasing debtors to managing inventory and processing
customer orders, have to be completed, irrespective of the resources you have
available. You need business management tools that help you do more with
less, and are both easy to deploy and easy to use.
Pegasus has been providing intelligent, powerful and user-friendly business
software for over 35 years. In that time, tens of thousands of companies have
trusted our innovative solutions to manage their operations more efficiently
so they can focus on what matters most: growing their businesses.
Opera 3 SQL SE is a solution for small and medium companies, with the power
to help them aim much higher. It’s designed to make managing your business
simpler and dramatically more efficient. We have designed it with the everyday
business needs in mind and it’s built on powerful Microsoft technologies taking
its efficiency and security to another level.

Invest in a solution that will
continually deliver intelligent
additions to its functionality.
We’ll help you make technology
your competitive advantage.
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A solution that delivers critical
insights into your business,
making it easier to take
advantage of new opportunities
and find the best way to grow.

A solution that’s designed
to be easily customised,
because we know that every
business is unique, with its own
requirements and challenges.
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Pick and choose the functionality
required for today’s challenges,
knowing that your system
will continue to work for you
tomorrow because it can grow
with you.
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Opera 3 SQL SE is built on the
latest Microsoft technologies.
This way you know it can
continue to support you well
into the future.

Our nationwide network of
Pegasus Partners support
Opera 3 SQL SE, providing you
with in-depth expertise and
knowledge and the highest
levels of service and technical
support. They’ll be your strategic
business partners to make your
business goals a reality.
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Opera 3 SQL SE:
Accelerate your business  
Accelerate growth, manage complexity, and spend more time on what matters
most: your customers and employees.
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Make better decisions, faster
Pegasus Opera 3 SQL SE applications are
designed to eliminate manual processes,
integrate directly with Excel spreadsheets,
and give you easy access to the information
you need to steer your business.
You’ll dramatically reduce the
time spent searching for
information, and spend
more time acting on it.

Deploy an integrated solution
Gain total visibility and control of your
business. Manage multiple companies and
multiple currencies, and access key insights
and reporting that links directly to Excel,
for a unified view of the business.
The way that Opera 3 SQL SE delivers the
required information at the right
time allows for fully informed
decision-making.

Fast-track your financials
Financials are the core to any business,
whatever its size. With Opera 3 SQL SE you
can continually track your revenues, as well
as what’s owed and when it’s due. Equally
importantly, it reminds you who you owe
to, and when it has to be paid. This visibility
of your cashflow will be invaluable for your
profit generation.

Adapt to change
We know that every business has individual
requirements and particular challenges,
and that these can change over time. So
with Opera 3 SQL SE, you can deploy the
applications you need when you need
them, and go on to expand the solution as
your business grows. What’s more, each
application has options
that allow you to tailor
how your software works
to your own requirements.
It’s all about flexibility.
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We know what it’s like to be in
your shoes  
At Pegasus, we understand the complex challenges you face. And we have a
strong track record of supplying tens of thousands of businesses just like yours
with innovative solutions, helping them get started, enabling them to manage
change, and scaling with them as they grow.

And because one size doesn’t
fit all...
Opera 3 SQL SE has been designed to be totally customisable. The Pegasus
Solutions Marketplace programme brings you add-on applications from
accredited Pegasus Developers. We make it simple to make modifications
or to add more features, to make your system perfectly match your
requirements.
Opera 3 SQL SE is your one-stop shop for all the tools and resources you
need to run your business.
Supported by our network of highly skilled Pegasus Partners, Opera 3 SQL SE
gives you the best in delivery, implementation and support, to fit your specific
needs. The result? You’ll have more time to focus on the business itself.
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The power of Opera 3 SQL SE
at your fingertips
Whether your business is in manufacturing, retail, wholesale, distribution,
transport, service or education through to construction, engineering, charitable
or any other area, Pegasus provides the tools to improve the way everyone in
your organisation works.
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Microsoft .net and SQL Server
technologies for security, power and
reliability.
All the tools you need to see a
positive impact on your cashflow.
Error correction tools for correcting
simple mistakes.
Credit Management for keeping an
eye on customer debts and taking
action when you need to.
Your supplier transactions are
thoroughly and securely managed
and you have total visibility of your
commitments.
Detailed, multi-level analysis of your
finances.
Create your own Views of your 		
business data with drilldown,
create charts and export it to
Microsoft Excel©.
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•
•
•
•

•

Submit your VAT Returns
electronically to HMRC.
Repeat invoicing for contract
sales invoices.
Scheduling of many tasks for a time
to suit you.
All the benefits of advanced
technology are blended with intuitive
design and ease of use to enhance
the user experience, from hassle-free
deployment to everyday use.
Customisable ribbon bar for easy
navigation.
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Pegasus Software Orion House, Orion Way, Kettering. NN15 6PE
T:

0800 919 704

T:

+44 (0)1536 495000

F:

+44 (0)1536 495001

E:

info@pegasus.co.uk
@PegasusSoftware

www.pegasus.co.uk

Pegasus Software is a trading name of Infor (United Kingdom) Limited.
Registered office: One Central Boulevard, Blythe Valley Park, Shirley, Solihull. B90 8BG. England. Registered in England No. 2766416
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